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Johnson Town had a long journey from the 1950s to the present day. After the American base fell
into disuse in the 1960s, the American buildings were rented out cheaply to Japanese residents. The
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infrastructure remained largely unimproved from the 1970s, and the insides of the houses began to
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decay. In 1996, the Isono Corporation (the company that manages Johnson Town) enlisted the
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Johnson Town is a vibrant area of Iruma City, but it also feels like stepping into 1950s America

assistance of Mr. Watanabe, an architect, to restore the remaining houses, update the infrastructure,
or,

as I wasn t alive at the time, what I always imagined my grandparents America felt like. The area
preserves and imitates the architecture of the American houses that were built for Johnson Air Base
personnel and their families in the 1940s and 1950s, giving the neighborhood an entirely different
appearance from a standard Japanese street. Today, Johnson Town is a residential area with shops
and restaurants owned by the residents themselves. In its heyday in the 1950s, there were over 700
buildings, but over time most of the land was developed into typical Japanese houses and apartment
complexes. The current neighborhood has 79 buildings, including 24 restored American houses, 35
Heisei houses that were built in the style of the original American buildings, and 4 Japanese-style
houses that were restored from prewar days. These prewar buildings were originally built in the late
1930s as barracks for the Imperial Japanese Army Air Force Academy which were confiscated by the
Allied occupying forces after World War II.
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and add new houses in a similar style to the old. As restoration started in 1996 and the first new
house was opened in 2003

Japanese years Heisei 6 and 15

houses. The modern Johnson Town began to take shape.

the new houses are called Heisei

Today, Johnson Town residents rent their homes and are free to use the houses as they wish, but
they can discuss potential changes with the management company and are obliged to return the
house to certain standards if and when they move out. Because of this freedom, many residents have
been able to express their creativity and have turned parts of the houses into shops, studios, and
restaurants, including plenty with English menus and American paraphernalia. (I went to a couple

My group was given special permission to enter and photograph an American house currently

the food was quite good!) There are also English signs along the roads, and the mail box is painted

undergoing renovation. Determining what to preserve, what is too damaged to be salvaged, how to

blue in homage to American post boxes (though Japan post allowed the blue color as opposed to the

update the houses for modern living, and what kinds of other changes can or should be made is a

standard red, they did not give permission to use the typical American shape). It s a fun area to

dilemma that the Johnson Town community has to consider carefully. Preserving the original open

explore, but remember to be careful when taking pictures to respect the residents privacy.

layout of the one-story houses, for example, makes the renovated houses barrier free (easily
accessible for the elderly and persons with physical disabilities), a feature that is somewhat unusual
in Japanese homes and now sought in modern construction here. In this particular house, the
management company put on an addition, but significant portions of the original walls, ceilings, and
layout remain. Since the house underwent initial restoration in the 1990s, the bathroom is currently
a unit bath found in many modern Japanese houses, but in other renovated houses they have
preserved the tile floor style of the American houses. Even among the general restorations, the
buildings all have unique features inside. I would love to see the house we visited when it s ready for
habitation again

even try living there

remind me of classic American streets.

but for now I will content myself with the sights that

